THE AARS POWERPOINT
PRESENTATION
GEORGE FLOYD & ALL BLACK PEOPLE RESERVE
THE VIRAL MESSAGE BELOW

The AARS PowerPoint Presentation Provides Power Moves so
that African-Americans and all Black people can Attain Better
Spiritual, Emotional, Social, and Financial Conditions

THE AFRICAN-AMERICAN REPARATIONS/SOVEREIGNTY
(AARS) GLOBAL BLACK REPARATIONS PLAN

THE AFRICAN-AMERICAN INDEPENDENT UNION (AAIU) &
THE SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATION GROUP (SEEG)

PROUDLY PRESENTS; THE 5 MONTH PEACEFUL POLITICAL CAMPAIGN
READING & DISCUSSING AARS FROM JUNETEENTH UNTIL KWANZAA

TO ASK MOST REPARATIONS ACTIVISTS & GROUPS & THE MASSES
OF BLACKS IN AMERICA & GLOBALLY; TO ENDORSE AARS
WE ARE ALSO ASKING ALL SPIRITUAL LEADERS; EDUCATORS;
POLITICIANS; ATHLETES; and ALL PROFESSIONALS & ALL
COLLEGE INSTRUCTORS & STUDENTS; TO ENDORSE AARS

Reparations means one group claiming redress, engaging a political process, or filing
lawsuits for crimes, or damages inflicted on them by another group. The U.S.
Government was liable for partial damage done to other groups, so they were right
to give them reparations, but they should not have got them before Blacks, yet they
did get an apology, land, money, or a mixture. The government and the other guilty
groups, are liable for vast damage done to Africa and Black people, so they owe
them epic reparations. With AARS we go beyond epic service to provide reparations.
{{Now, coping with Black people being denied reparations is an insult to the entire
Black race}}. So, it raises frustration, because Blacks needed reparations right after
slavery! So, {{Blacks at home and abroad should agree to endorse a reparations plan
during KRP, then give a mighty global call, claim, and demand for reparations on
st

December 1 of 2022, to get AARS ratified by Kwanzaa of 2022}}!
{There are about 10 pivotal reparations plans with good ideas to offer, but they all
rely on lawsuits, elusive reluctant sources, or some miracles to get trillions. That is
highly unlikely and may never happen}.
{{Thus, there is only one reparations plan that offers processes, programs, and
services to Regain Control of our Homeland Africa; or at Least get Most of the
Wealth from her Resources; Reconnect with our Global Black Family, Culture, and
Customs; Repair all Damages, and Injuries; Solve all Problems; Recover all Losses;
Transform Mentality to Attain and Secure Unity and Group Progress; Then to get
Blacks on the Right Path, to Heal and Improve Relations among Ourselves, at Home
and Abroad; Then with others in all Nations and Races;
And, Last but Certainly not Least, yet Most Notably, ⃰ to Generate our Own
Reparations Wealth; and that is AARS}}.
No other plan even comes close to offering all these amenities, so we are calling on
the masses, to engage in this peaceful political process, over the next 5 months, in
KRP to study and claim AARS, as we were scheduled to do from Black History
Month until Juneteenth of 2022. {{That will inspire reparations activists and groups,
then the masses of Blacks, both at home and abroad, to faithfully endorse AARS}}.
This peaceful political process includes a Plebiscite Vote (PV) for all Blacks in the
U.S. 18 and older, explained on the next page as another power move, like generating
our own reparations wealth.

{{The PV indicates Blacks are indigenous to this land as distinct relatives of the
Great Ancient Black African Olmecs, who were here first, building and moving
civilizations, not Native Americans or Mesopotamian Mexicans}}.
Therefore, Blacks deserve the rights and privileges of indigenous people. {{That
includes land, emergency monetary relief on 12-1-22, other reparative measures, and
the last part of AARS, which is a National and International Decree, Declaration,
and Treaty, from all Government Agencies, Militaries, and Lobbying Power Groups,
for Safety and Security for All Blacks Globally}}!
{The PV also gives U.S. Blacks a chance to finish the Civil Rights Movement
(CRM), when they were forced to integrate. That’s when Blacks should have been
awarded 40 acres and a mule, they were promised, but never received after slavery}.
Since they were maliciously denied freedom, justice, equality, safety, and fair wages,
even after the CRM, and experienced even more racial oppression, they should have
demanded and gotten options to examine the 3 models of reparations.
The 3 models are (1) to improve integration, (2) to expand repatriation, and (3) to
create sovereignty, then use the PV to claim 1 of the 3 models for residence. {{It was
too early to integrate after the CRM, because the country was still in chaos from avid
civil disobedient movement of bussing, freedom rides, protests, and sit-inns, then
the nation erupted after Dr. King’s assassination}}.
So, when Blacks take their PV, they specify claiming an injured and indigenous
status by name, (Indigenous African-American, or Indigenous Black Citizen). {{That
will stipulate group status, to get land grants, 40 areas of 40 square miles (40
mi2), of land, and more reparative amenities.
Now we propose U.S. Blacks will use the PV to claim an official standing and status,
to officially claim AARS, and to officially choose 1 of the 3 reparations models for
residence}}. Next, we explain the 3 models of reparations as another power move.
Blacks should learn they do not have to continue to live in integration, with violence,
crime, killing, and corruption; wreaking havoc, becoming common, and escalating.
These are a few reasons why the AAIU believes Blacks should demand sovereignty.

(1) Improving Integration: The AAIU and their Allies are forming the AARS
Congress as a Power Base to implement the AARS Plan. The AARS Congress will
consist of people with a track record of helping Blacks; those who are knowledgeable
of reparations; those with reparations ideas and plans; those from other reparations
groups; those protesting inequality, injustice, and racism/police terrorism; those
giving input on AARS; and those who are clear, confident, and savvy on
understanding and communicating in modes of diplomacy, education, law, politics,
reform, reparations, and spirituality.
The AARS Congress will host a 5-year National Dialogue on racism, corruption, and
police terrorism; and hosts 5-year Case Studies on various businesses, entities,
institutions, and systems in America, to improve their performance for, and
interaction with Black people. {{Both programs will improve integration, and police,
and race relations, much more than plausible, to initiate and sustain racial healing}}.
Everyone in the U.S. should endorse AARS as reparations for Blacks, and AARS
dialogue and studies to produce positive changes in all areas in society, because it
benefits Blacks, and everyone else in America! AARS also provides financial
services for Blacks to use reparations wisely, and not to squander. Blacks have
provided many vital contributions, while enduring racial subjugation and profiling,
others haven’t, so Blacks need reparations now! So let the Church and everybody
else shout long and loud for AARS!!
(2) Expanding Repatriation: Repatriation is going back to Africa, down south, or any
other place on earth where Blacks were colonized, enslaved, or exploited. We get
leaders from an international group like the (ADDI), on the AARS Congress to direct
repatriation. Blacks should go with a good understanding of the customs of their
people in the places where they choose to go, to make sure they don’t offend their
distant relatives on arrival, and to go with a sense of belonging.
This will initiate, the {{Global Black Family Healing, Recovering, Reuniting, and
Transforming of their Mentality Process}}. They will go with ample resources to
build new, beautiful, elite, and safe repatriated cities. They should also learn their
native names, languages, customs, and culture; to prepare for their, {{Global Black
Family and Culture Restoration Process}}. AARS will Provide Services for Blacks
to get Dual Citizenship, to Enhance their Transforming and Restoration
Processes.

(3) Creating Sovereignty: This is the most important model of reparations, because
we ask all Blacks to develop a new line of thinking. {So, Sovereignty is developing
a new line of thinking, for Blacks to seek their own land at home and abroad},
to look out for their own best interest, to declare and pursue their own political and
ideological agenda, and destiny.
It denotes most of them leaving the shackles of integration, while gaining control
over their lives in sovereignty, stipulating absolute power and authority of a
consenting people, to form their own government, to manage all activities,
businesses, entities, resources, and systems within its borders.
Everybody knows Blacks are controlled by others in integration, and that is the
problem. Blacks need their own land to get away from problems and the police in
integration, and to provide basic needs for their people themselves.
Blacks should also learn that sovereignty is their salvation at home and abroad. It
means all people have the inherent right, to have their own land, to govern
themselves. For Blacks in the U.S., the Government will grant them 40 areas, of 40
mi2 of prime land, symbolic to 40 acres and a mule, to build their own elite and safe
cities, complete with high-tech infrastructure. {{AARS city plans show construction
in awe and splendor, to honor their Amazing Classical African Civilizations,
Freedom Fighters, and Political Prisoners of the Past and Present}}.
AARS city plans include building beautiful homes, parks, schools, highways, roads;
and successful businesses, companies, and corporations; with superior
communication, protection, and nutritional services. AARS city residents will
produce products used daily in America, and products for national and global
commerce.
There are many Blacks with good and great ideas for businesses, products, and
projects. {They should use the SEEG to generate wealth, to fund all proposals Blacks
envision in their own cities, no more acquiescing, or begging}. Blacks will Rise as
Proud Multi-Trillion-Dollar Producers, Instead of Injured Multi-TrillionDollar Consumers.

⃰ ⃰ Generating Reparations Wealth: The deciding factor in choosing a reparations
plan. Since AARS is a comprehensive, thorough, and complete plan to repair,
recover, heal, transform, and set Blacks on the right path to good health, peace, and
group progress; it is a real blessing for Blacks to be able to generate their own wealth,
with SEEG programs, from seed funds (SF), to implement AARS. We are asking
everyone to engage in the KRP to endorse AARS. Most Blacks are poor people
living in poverty, with poor social conditions, so poor Blacks should get reparations
first, then the rest, then HBCUs, Black Institutions and Organizations for the masses.
In America the SEEG source identified the U.S. Government, the other guilty
groups, those with compassion for Blacks, and rich Blacks as potential clients to
engage SEEG programs, ASAP, to generate wealth now! {We know the government,
and the guilty groups each owe more than $10T, and more like $20T up to $50T}!
{So, another great benefit of AARS is providing great debt relief for the government,
and the other guilty groups, by asking them for $5B, $20B, or $50B in (refundable)
SF, instead of $20T, or $50T that they each owe}! {Another top benefit of SF
programs are SF are blocked in clients accounts for 1 year, until programs
complete, then unblocked. Therefore, clients cannot lose their SF in SEEG
programs. They are safe with multiple daily transactions to yield huge profits}.
We go to all potential clients with SEEG programs to generate wealth, instead of
acquiescing, or begging, or filing lawsuits, which we may never win; with the U.S.
courts leaning on Standing, Statute of Limitations, and Sovereign Immunity. Please
Listen and Note Generating Wealth Expedites the Process for all Blacks to get
Reparations! {{Now, it is politically incorrect and socially unacceptable to continue
to deny Blacks reparations, while offering benefits and reparations to others}}!
{{Especially since damage includes losing their homeland, wealth, culture and
family, and 600 million people murdered from racism, cruelty, and brutality}}!
We ask for $100M, or $5B in SF to go evenly to the operating U.S. Black Banks, for
a money trail, and to give them banking power. Then we get one client to open a new
$100M or $5B cash account from the SF, to get a contract. {{Rich Blacks and the
compassionate should start the process with $100M and/or $5B, to negotiate bank
endorsed contracts, with no risks for a huge profit, and points for AARS}}.
The AAIU 5 Month KRP Campaign Tri-Purpose; (1) To Ask Most Blacks and
Others to Endorse AARS; (2) To Ask Potential Clients to Engage AARS, ASAP;
(3) To communicate and cooperate with the Government to get AARS Ratified
by Kwanzaa, as a Gift to the Global Black Family.

